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viewed in light of earlier structural observations and
past and present functional data to shed additional light
on Tau function and dysfunction.

ABSTRACT
Tau is a microtubule-associated protein involved in the regulation of axonal microtubules in neurons. In pathological conditions, it forms fibrils that are
molecular hallmarks of neurological disorders known
as Tauopathies. In the last two years, cryo-EM has
given unprecedented high-resolution views of Tau in
both physiological and pathological conditions. We review here these new findings and put them into the
context of the knowledge about Tau before this structural breakthrough. The first structures of Tau fibrils, a
molecular hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), were
based on fibrils from the brain of an individual with
AD and, along with similar patient-derived structures,
have set the gold standard for the field. Cryo-EM structures of Tau fibers in three distinct diseases, AD, Pick’s
disease (PiD) and Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy
(CTE), represent the end-points of Tau’s molecular trajectory. We propose that the recent Tau structures may
call for a re-examination of databases that link different
Tau variants to various forms of dementia. We also address the question how this structural information may
link Tau’s functional and pathological aspects. Because this structural information on Tau was obtained
in a very short period, the new structures should be

Introduction.
If single particle cryo-electron microscopy
(cryo-EM has taken the general field of structural biology by storm (1, 2), in its application to the subfield of
neuronal physiology and pathology, it should rather be
considered a tsunami. The atomic structures of the secretase complex, first on itself (3, 4) and more recently in complex with a fragment of the amyloid precursor protein (APP) (5) or with Notch (6) have highlighted the mechanisms of the complex machinery that
produces the A peptide, one of the molecular hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease (AD); the GABAA receptor as the molecular target of the benzodiazepines
used to treat depression, schizophrenia and epilepsy,
resisted structural characterization for a long time but
cryo-EM finally yielded its structural organization at
atomic resolution (7, 8); polymorphic structures of
both A (9) and -synuclein fibrils (10, 11) were
solved, … Whereas all these accomplishments have
given tremendous insight into the molecular function-
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Because all this information on Tau was obtained in a
very short period - the last two years - we propose here
to analyze the novel structures in view of past structural
and functional data, and thereby to also define some
remaining questions about its (dys)function. Starting
from a comparative analysis of the global form of Tau
fibers, we will zoom in on a particular peptide that has
for long been considered as a nucleus of the aggregation process. We will illustrate how the novel structures also ask for a re-examination of the mutational
databases that link Tau mutants to different forms of
dementia. Finally, we address the question of whether
and how functional and pathological aspects of Tau
might be linked through the recent structural information.
Structure-(dys)function relationships of Tau before
the cryo-EM data
Tau was discovered as a protein involved in
the assembly of tubulin into microtubules and their
consequent stabilization (18). Other functions have
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been described (21), but as the structural information
in these contexts is lacking, we will not treat them in
the present review. Tau is notably characterized by the
presence of 3 or 4 (according to the isoforms) imperfect repetitions of a motif of about 30 residues, known
as the microtubule-binding repeats (MTBRs) (Figure
1). Strictly speaking, each repetition is composed of an
18 amino acid imperfect repeat and a 13-14 residue inter-repeat region (22), and we will make the distinction
when necessary. N-terminal to the MTBR region is a
proline-rich region (PRR) and these two regions are
flanked by N-terminal and C-terminal extensions (Figure 1). Early efforts to establish a structure/function relationship were based on precise affinity measurements
of different Tau fragments to taxol-stabilized MTs.
This study concluded (i) Tau protein binding primarily
to the exterior surfaces of MTs, (ii) a negative contribution of the Tau N-terminal extension, (iii) an unstructured, non-cooperative and distributed binding by
the different repeats, with the first repeat R1 binding
~100 times more tightly than the other repeats, and (iv)
within the repeats, no significant effect of the less conserved inter-repeat regions (20). The last conclusion
was however based on truncations of only the R3 interrepeat, whereas later studies showed that the R1 interrepeat does contribute to the MT binding (23). An additional fragment in the PRR (Figure 1) was equally
found to contribute significantly to the affinity (24, 25),
and led to a “jaws” model whereby this flanking PRR
(and the sequence downstream of the fourth repeat)
would position the repeat peptides to promote tubulin
assembly (26). However, no atomic level structural information about Tau on the MT surface was available
to provide mechanistic insights into the functional aspects of Tau. One notable caveat is that most studies
were done with taxol-stabilized MTs; it is not clear yet
whether the same results will hold when Tau is allowed
to copolymerize with tubulin as is the case in the neuron (27). From the NMR study of a functional fragment
of Tau (TauF4, corresponding to the [S208-S324] fragment of Tau; numbering is according to the longest isoform throughout this article) (25) bound to a nonpolymerizable complex of two tubulin heterodimers
sequestered by a stathmin-like domain protein, we proposed a model whereby the S258KIGSTE264 peptide,
embedded in the first repeat that by itself can already
stimulate MT assembly (28), would bridge different tubulin dimers and change conformation in the assembly
process (29). We will provide below a detailed discussion of this model in view of the recent cryo-EM data
of Tau on the MT surface.

ing of the brain, the samples that were used were invariably made from overexpressed proteins. Except for
one …. the first structures of Tau fibrils, the other molecular hallmark of AD, were based on carefully selected fibrils from the brain of a deceased patient (12).
This incredible tour de force of “structural biology on
a patient” - and the subsequent structures of Tau fibrils
isolated from the brain of patients suffering from PiD
(13) or from CTE (14) - have clearly set a gold standard
for the field. Cryo-EM equally solved the structure of
the synthetic fibrils obtained by incubating TTau with
a negatively charged poly-anion such as heparin (15,
16), and that have been widely used as a proxy for the
brain-derived fibrils. They were found to be polymorphic, and all forms adopt a substantially different fold
from the brain-derived fibrils (17). Negative staining
electron microscopy and fluorescence by dyes that
more or less specifically recognize amyloid forms are
hence not sufficient to distinguish different forms of
the fibers, further underlining the extreme care one
should take when interpreting data derived from synthetic fibrils in the framework of any amyloid disease.
Before pathology, Tau as a tubulin associated unit
plays an important physiological role in the assembly
and stabilization of microtubules (MTs) (18). The recent cryo-EM structure of Tau on MTs (19) has complemented our functional view of this archetypal intrinsically disordered protein (20).

Cryo-EM of Tau
In summary, the available structural data described
Tau as an archetypal intrinsically disordered protein
that binds to MTs in a dynamical manner, that transforms into a -sheet rich rigid core region upon aggregation, and whose function and dysfunction are regulated by numerous post-translational modifications
amongst which phosphorylation stands out. Detailed
understanding of these different aspects was lacking
because of the absence of atomic-level structures, and
has only become available in the last couple of years.

Knowledge at the structural level of Tau fibrils before
the cryo-EM boom was scarce at best. Most studies
have relied on synthetic fibers, commonly induced by
incubating recombinant Tau forms with negatively
charged poly-anions, with heparin being the most popular (15, 16). Although solid-state NMR and electron
paramagnetic resonance were able to assign -strands
to certain peptides (37–40) in such synthetic fibers, no
atomic model was available. The crystal structure of
the PHF6 peptide, thought to be a nucleus of the aggregation process (41) came out twelve years ago and described a zipper-like structure with a dry interface (42).
As we will discuss below, the recent cryo-EM data on
brain-derived natural fibers entirely challenges both
the model of heparin-induced synthetic fibers and the
biological relevance of structural data derived from the
peptide crystals.

The global fold of Tau fibers differs substantially
between ex vivo and synthetic samples
Paired helical filaments in the neurons of Alzheimer’s diseased patients were first described (48)
and subsequently shown (49) by electron microscopy
in the early sixties. It then took some 22 years before
image reconstruction by electron microscopy led to a
first model of the cross-section of these fibrils (50). Finally some 32 years elapsed before cryo-electron microscopy turned this image into an atomic level structure of the fibrils (12) (Figure 2). The two latter studies
equally confirmed that straight filaments (SFs), a minor fraction of the Tau fibrils in AD brains, are composed of the same protofilament structure, but with a
different packing. Whether the straight filaments that
are dominant in progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP)
(51) adopt the same fold remains to be seen. In view of
the extensive polymorphisms that amyloid structures
can adopt (52), the currently published filament structures may represent only a small fraction of the Tau
filament landscape, as there are numerous other
Tauopathies where atomic structures are still lacking.
Nevertheless, these novel structures were eagerly
awaited, as for the first time, it could be said with a
high degree of confidence that they are the “real thing”.
The identical structures of the fibers derived from different patients (53) furthermore underscores the idea
that we are considering a disease- rather than patientspecific amyloid form of the Tau fibers.

Although ill-defined, “hyperphosphorylation” is a
characteristic term that is used to describe Tau in the
fibrillar aggregates that characterize AD and other related dementia (commonly called “Tauopathies”) (43).
Accordingly, the present method of choice to clinically
stage AD is by post mortem staining of the neurons of
deceased patients with the AT8 antibody (44), whose
epitope was identified as the Tau peptide centered on
the phosphorylated residues S202 and T205 in the
PRR. Although NMR (45) and X-ray crystallography
(46) gave some insights into the structural aspects of
this epitope, with notably a question of whether a third
phosphorylation event at S208 should be included in
the epitope, how this epitope and for that manner the
whole PRR connects to the fibril core is not clear at this
moment. The divergence between the physiological
(MT assembly) and pathological (aggregation into fibers) aspects of Tau, imposed by the loose statement
“Tau gets hyperphosphorylated, detaches from the MT
and becomes prone to aggregation”, obviously needs
clarification in terms of the location and stoichiometry
of the phosphorylation pattern (47).

When considering the molecular arrangement of Tau
in the AD-fibrils, the most unexpected feature is the βhelical fold formed by the triangular arrangement of
three consecutive β sheets (12). This structure is also
observed in the recent cryo-EM structure of fibrils
from brains of CTE patients (professional sportsmen
suffering from a specific Tauopathy due to repeated
head impact), but in this case it lines a wider cavity
with a presently unknown (hydrophobic) molecule
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The above described line of research converged with
that started by Alois Alzheimer when it was realized by
different groups that the neuronal tangles, one of the
molecular hallmarks of AD, are composed primarily of
aggregates of the same Tau protein that promotes MT
assembly (30–33). Further important evidence for Tau
having a direct role in neurodegeneration came from
the identification of distinct mutations leading to neuronal degeneration and dementia (34–36), that are
however distinguishable from AD.

Cryo-EM of Tau
(14). Composed of residues in the 4th MTBR (Figure
1), this -helix is rather reminiscent of a folded protein.
The peculiar character of the turn is highlighted when
we consider the Ramachandran plot of the structure,
with D348 and R349 the only two residues characterized
by positive  angles (Figure 3). When we query the
Protein DataBase (PDB) with the sequence
[DFKDRV] of the peptide centered around these two
residues, a unique structure of a single-chain fragment
variable (scFv) antibody (54) is found. In its 3D structure (6ehv.pdb), this fragment adopts a comparable
turn to the one found in the AD-Tau fibrils (Figure 3),
underscoring its character of “folded protein”. Finally,
this same [DFKDRV] peptide was found to enhance
the affinity for the MT surface of a Tau fragment spanning the first three repeats by a factor of 2.5 (20), so it
remains an open question what conformation this peptide adopts in the physiological conformation of Tau,
and notably at the microtubule surface (vide infra).
In contrast to this peculiar conformation in the AD-Tau
fibers, the same F346-V350 peptide observed in the fibers
isolated from the brain of a PiD patient, mainly composed of the shorter 3R isoforms, adopts a rather common extended conformation (13). Subtle forces can
hence push the structure towards completely different
packings. The relationship with the aggregation process and the possible intervention of cofactors and/or
post-translational modifications of Tau is at this moment unresolved.
In order to compare the ex vivo fibers with the synthetic heparin-induced fibers, the same team used cryoEM to solve the atomic level structure of the latter. Despite the resemblance of the macroscopic structures as
seen under negative stain electron microscopy, differences at the atomic level are massive. The ordered core
of the heparin-induced fibrils as seen by cryo-EM extends from G272 to H330, and thereby hardly overlaps
with the core of AD-PHFs spanning the fragment from
V306 to F378. The structures do however explain why
we readily obtained fibers with our TauF4 fragment
which overlaps perfectly with the former observed core
region (55). The turn region observed in AD-PHFs is
evidently not visible in the heparin-induced fibrils, but
at least in the synthetic fibers obtained with 4R-Tau,
the chain does turn on itself around a peptide centered
in the R2 repeat (K290 to P301) (17). In the synthetic
fibers obtained with 3R-Tau, where this R2 repeat is
missing, no turn is observed, but rather two molecules
of Tau stacking in a parallel manner are identified. One

might speculate that different cofactors or altered reaction conditions from the ones that were chosen for the
in-vitro experiments could produce additional types of
filaments.
In conclusion, the combined cryo-EM structures
clearly indicate that at the atomic level, brain-derived
fibers are disease specific, and are substantially different from the heparin-derived synthetic fibers that have
been used in most previous studies.
The PHF6 peptide adopts different conformations
among the available fiber structures

In the PiD 3R-Tau fiber structure, the same PHF6 fragment could potentially face the same H374KLTF378 sequence. But intriguingly, it faces another peptide from
Tau, with this time the two hydrophobic sidechains of
V337 and V339 intercalating between the V306-I308-Y310
side chains (Figure 4) (13). And even more surprisingly, in the cryo-EM structure of heparin induced synthetic fibers with 4R Tau as starting material, this
PHF6 sequence is literally turned inside-out, with its
V306-I308-Y310 side chains facing the outside of the fibril
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The PHF6 peptide motif, spanning the 6 residues V306QIVYK311 in the third repeat of Tau (Figure
1), was early on identified as one of the hotspots of the
aggregation behavior (41). This same peptide motif is
at the very beginning of the ordered structure of the
brain-isolated AD fibrils (12). Earlier X-ray microcrystallography on crystals of the isolated peptide
showed a homo-typic interaction, whereby one PHF6
peptide locks into a second antiparallel one to form a
steric zipper with a dry interface (42) (Figure 4). In the
AD fibrils, however, the same PHF6 motif locks into
the H374KLTF378sequence , with L376 intercalating between the I308 and Y310 side chains (12) (Figure 4). At
the center of the pseudo-repeat region K369-T386 directly following the MTBRs, this peptide motif also
contributes largely to the MT binding of 3R- or 4R-Tau
in neuronal processes through decreasing the dissociation rate (56). Ironically, whereas the first synthetic fibers without heparin were obtained with the K11 or
K12 fragments running to the Y394 in the 3R- or 4RTau constructs and hence spanning this K369-T386 sequence (57), the shorter K18 or K19 fragments, later
extensively used as a proxy to study the aggregation of
full-length Tau (58, 59), stop at K372, and hence are in
the strict impossibility to provide the complement of
the PHF6 sequence found in AD PHFs.

Cryo-EM of Tau
these structures invite a re-evaluation of the inhibitors
in this new framework.

(Figure 4). The side chain of Lys311 equally points outside, probably through interaction with the negatively
charged heparin. Indeed, introducing a negative charge
at this position was previously found to reduce aggregation in the heparin-induced aggregation assay (60).
Only in the heparin-induced 3R Tau fibrils, where two
Tau molecules stack to make a fibrillary structure (rather than one single Tau molecule bending over itself
to form a proto-filament), the PHF6 peptide sequences
on the molecules face one another (17). However, they
do so in a parallel manner, which further underscores
the extreme polymorphism of which Tau is capable.
One should remember that the initial study identifying
this hotspot of aggregation used both a 3R Tau construct (the K19 fragment) and heparin as inducer (41)
and the latter structure is hence most relevant to interpret the results. As the peptide does adopt a -strand
conformation in all structures, the conclusions of the
mutational analysis that a proline in whatever position
of PHF6 abolishes fiber formation (41, 61) might
however well hold up for every type of fibril.

Revisiting Tau mutations leading to non-AD dementia in view of the novel structures

The crystal structure of the PHF6 peptide, describing
the steric zipper with a dry interface (42) has spurred a
large research effort both to interpret at the structural
level aggregation inhibitors described in the past (62–
64) or to rationally develop novel inhibitors (62, 65,
66). Many of these were tested first in an in vitro assay
– implying the poly-anion induced fibers with some
Tau construct – before being tested in a cell model or a
transgenic organism. An important issue is that we do
not know the atomic structure of Tau fibrils in the latter
models, but at least in those based on over-expression
of the K18/K19 fragments, the lack of the C-terminal
H374KLTF378 peptide implies that these Tau fragments
cannot adopt the AD brain-derived conformation. A
shift towards the dGAE fragment (67), that comprises
residues from D297 to E391 (Figure 1) and spans the
sequence of Tau that is ordered in the AD-PHFs, could
possibly reproduce the spatial organization of the ex
vivo fibrils, although this has still to be proven.
Whether it is opportune to add to this fragment 16 Nterminal residues visible as an unsharpened density in
the AD fiber structure (12) remains an open question.

As an example, consider the K317N mutation that was
recently identified in patients suffering from globular
glial Tauopathy (GGT), a 4-repeat Tauopathy characterized by Tau-positive, globular glial inclusions (71).
This mutation was found to lead to enhanced aggregation when introduced in the recombinant 4R isoform
while decreasing filament formation when the mutated
3R isoform was used in the same aggregation assay.
This latter assay compared by Thioflavin T fluorescence the resulting fiber formation after incubation one
or the other isoforms with a close-to-stoichiometric
amount of heparin (71).
If we consider the most populated heparin-induced 4Rsnake fiber structure, 7 lysine (and two more histidine)
side chains stick outwards from each Tau monomer to
form a charge ladder parallel with the fiber axis. K317
and K321, but also K274-K280 and K298-H299, form clamplike structures that require stabilization by some negative poly-anion (72). In the AD-Tau fibrils, the K317K321 tandem is organized in a similar manner, with both
lysine side chains also pointing away from the fiber

In conclusion, the presently available structures of
brain-derived fibrils, their substantial differences with
the heparin induced synthetic fibrils and in particular
the differential positioning of the PHF6 peptide in
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Although absent in Alzheimer’s disease, these
mutations can affect both the ratio of 3R/4R Tau splicing variants, with PiD (31, 68) for example being
mostly characterized by a dominant expression of 3R
forms (69), or can directly introduce a point mutation
without notably affecting the splicing ratio. Generally,
these mutations have been first identified in a family
with a history of precocious dementia, and the recombinant proteins are then evaluated in terms of their aggregation behavior and/or their capacity to assemble
tubulin into microtubules. However, the aggregation
assay in most cases concerns the heparin induced fiber
formation, monitored by some fluorescence method
(70) and/or negative-stain electron microscopy imaging of the resulting fibers. In view of the pronounced
structural differences between the ex vivo fibrils and
the heparin induced ones, we probably should reconsider these findings. One caveat hereby is that these
mutations could cause still entirely different structures
compared to the three available disease models. As the
library of structures will increase, however, we might
at some point be able to rationalize their influence.

Cryo-EM of Tau
core. Residual electron density in the experimental
cryo-EM map of these AD-Tau fibrils in the immediate
vicinity of the K317 and K321 side chains (arrows in Figure 2, right) was assigned tentatively to the E7FE9
acidic patch, that together with at least one of the
MTBRs is thought to form the Alz50 antibody conformational epitope (73–75). NMR could also localize a
transient interaction in the heparin-induced 4R-Tau fibers between the N-terminus and a paramagnetic agent
attached to C322, suggesting that this K317 - K321 clamp
might not be the primary target of heparin (76). Removing a single positive charge of K317 would hence
leave more heparin available for the other sites, and
might thereby stimulate aggregation.
In the ordered assembly of the heparin induced 3R-Tau
fibers, two parallel chains make up the proto-filament
(17). In these, K317 and K321 do not provide the only
positively charged outwards facing residues, but they
are the only clamp-like structure. The observed diminished aggregation upon mutating K317 might hence
come from the removal of the single clamp-like structure on each of the 3R-Tau monomers, and suggests
that the 3R-Tau fibers are truly stabilized by heparin
binding to this lysine tandem.
In vivo, in the case of GGT, although we have as yet
no structure of a 4R-Tau only fiber and even less of a
mutant Tau fiber, the K317N mutation could promote
aggregation through reducing the need for charge compensation or through the lessened entropic cost of the
N-terminus folding back towards the repeats. Importantly, the in vitro heparin induced aggregation assay should be taken with caution in the interpretation
of in vivo data, as it might not be indicative of the same
aggregation process. We thus conclude that revisiting
the Tau mutation database in terms of the novel (and
future) structures seems a worthwhile effort.
Tau conformations in function and dysfunction
might be related

The second repeat, spanning residues K274 to G304, was
also resolved by cryo-EM and Rosetta modeling. Its
conformation is extended, and spans three tubulin units
(19). Because this second repeat is invisible in the ADPHF structure and missing in the PiD 3R-Tau fibrils,
we can only compare it with the same fragment in the
heparin induced 4R-Tau filaments. Although there too
it adopts an extended conformation, overlap of both
fragments is poor, with a general RMSD of 4.5Å. Further structural studies, notably with fragments spanning different repeats, are awaited to explain the effect

Whereas the crystal structure of tubulin in its
polymerized form was determined by electron crystallography some 20 years ago (77), we had to wait until
last year when cryo-EM yielded a first atomic resolution view of Tau on the MT surface (19). Although
these structures should be considered with some precaution – they show an artificial construct built from a
repetition of a single repeat (R1, as the largest contributor of binding energy (20), or R2, the second repeat
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that distinguishes 4R- from 3R-Tau), the constructs
were added in excess of tubulin, and near-atomic resolution was only obtained with peluroside as a stabilizing agent and even then required extensive modeling –
they do contain important novel information that completes past indirect evidence. First, the structure places
the S258KIGSTEN265 peptide in the first repeat at the
interface of two tubulin dimers, where an 1 subunit
contacts the 2 subunit of the next dimer (Figure 5).
NMR analysis of a Tau construct bound to soluble tubulin assemblies not only localized this peptide at exactly the same position, but suggested that it would
transit from a turn towards an extended conformation
when a second tubulin dimer comes in (29). The cryoEM structure of the R1 repeat adopts a remnant of such
a turn, and thereby confirms the proposed mechanism
(Figure 5). As we dispose now of another structure of
this R1 repeat, in the cryo-EM structure of the Pick’s
disease fibrils, it is interesting to link the functional and
dysfunctional conformations of Tau. Indeed, in the 3RTau structure of PiD fibrils, the same S258KIGSTEN265
peptide adopts a perfect turn conformation, stabilized
by a salt bridge between the side chains of K259 and E264
(Figure 5). On the tubulin surface, this bridge could
break when a novel tubulin dimer comes in, with K259
now forming a salt bridge with 1 D424 whereas E264
stabilizes the 1/2 interaction through a salt bridge
with 2 K402. Beyond proving that the turn conformation is possible, the combined structures hence provide an additional link between Tau’s functional and
pathological conformations, in line with previous studies that hint at a role for tubulin in the aggregation process. Whether in vivo aggregation of Tau occurs at the
microtubule surface (78, 79) or rather through the soluble tubulin (80) remains unclear, but could be related
to the recent controversy as to whether Tau stabilizes
MTs or enables these same axonal MTs to have labile
domains (81, 82).

Cryo-EM of Tau

Conclusions and perspectives
As indicated before, the present cryo-EM
structures of Tau fibers in three distinct diseases, AD,
PiD and CTE, represent the end-points of the molecular trajectory of pathological Tau. Together with the tubulin bound structure, however, it means that we now
dispose of a structural glimpse of several stages in the
lifetime of Tau – from microtubule to fiber. Importantly, the slow turn-over of Tau in the brain, which
can span days or even weeks (83), suggest that individual molecules can take many paths. Proposed trajectories that were derived without those constraints
(or with the wrong constraints, if we consider the heparin-induced fibrils), can now be re-evaluated in terms
of the end points.
In all structures, large parts of Tau and notably the proline rich region (PRR; figure 1) are absent. This latter
PRR contributes importantly to microtubule binding
(25). It is equally one of the main regions regulated by
PTMs and notably phosphorylation. The resulting heterogeneity (with many “mod-forms” (84) or “proteoforms” (85) if we include the splice variants) will
necessarily reduce the constraint of homogeneity that
cryo-EM can detect. Nevertheless, clinically AD is diagnosed and staged post-mortem by the AT8 antibody
raised against a phospho-epitope in this PRR (44). The
definition of the latter epitope has equally evolved over
the last quarter of a century, and currently it is not clear
whether the antibody “sees” two (Ser202 and Thr205)
or three (with an additional Ser208) phosphorylated
residues on AD-Tau (46). Importantly, the absence of
these regions in the present structures therefore does
not necessarily witness their lack of importance, but
might rather be an indication of their heterogeneous nature in the neuron.
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A last but most important open question that is not answered (yet) by the structures remains the identification of the driving force(s) for aggregation. Is the specific phosphorylation pattern that can in vitro drive aggregation (86) also at work in vivo? What about the
role of other PTMs such as acetylation of lysines (87–
89), O-GlcNacylation (90, 91), …? But it also raises
the more general (and pressing) question about the
structure of Tau fibers in all models, be they at the level
of molecules, cells or organisms. Even if these models
are imperfect, we need to ascertain whether they obey
the structural constraint of the end-point, with fibers of
a comparable structure as the brain-derived ones. Negative staining electron microscopy and Thioflavin fluorescence cannot answer this question at a sufficient
resolution, but we can hope that the increased access to
cryo-electron microscopy platforms will provide a
structural evaluation of the different models at the
atomic level. With comparable filaments at the atomic
level, we can hope that the trajectory of Tau mimics
what is happening in the patient’s brain. As such, the
recently derived structures set a standard, and should
open a new era of increased pathological relevance of
models at all length scales.

of mutations and/or post-translational modifications
(PTMs).

Cryo-EM of Tau
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Figure 1 Primary structure of the longest isoform of human Tau, with its different domains. Splice variants occur
through the omission of one or two N-terminal inserts or of the second repeat in the MTBR.
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Figure 2 Structural detail as available over time for the Tau fibers formed in the brain of AD patients. (Left)
Negative staining electron microscopy image of brain tissue showed the first “Paired Helical Filaments” (PHFs).
(Middle) Reconstructed cross-section of the paired helical filament. (Right) Atomic model of the same cross section
obtained by cryo-electron microscopy.
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Figure 3 The turn around D348 in the AD fibers. (left) Ramachandran plot of one chain of the AD-PHF
protofilament, showing the positive ,values for D348 and R349. (middle) The FKDRV peptide in the AD-PHF
structure (5o3l.pdb) adopts a turn around D348, whose side chain also stabilizes the R349 side chain. (right) In the
equivalent turn of the single-chain fragment variable (scFv) antibody (6ehv.pdb), D67 occupies the central position
in the turn, but R68 makes a salt bridge with the D91 side chain on a close-by helix (not shown). In both structures,
the Phe ring and Val methyls form a hydrophobic cluster.
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Figure 4. Different arrangements of the PHF6 peptide in the different fibrillar structures. The peptide is indicated
as a grey arrow, with inwards pointing residues in white, outwards pointing residues in black. Structures are from
the AD PHFs (top left, green), the PiD PHFs (top right, magenta), the PHF6 microcrystals (bottom left, blue), the
heparin induced 4R-Tau structure (bottom middle, yellow) and the heparin induced3R-Tau fibers (bottom right,
orange). The peptide itself adopts invariably the same extended conformation but faces different peptides in every
single structure. In the heparin induced 4R-Tau fibrils, K311 points in the same direction as Y310, and both residues
face the outside of the fibrillar structure.
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Figure 5. The structural switch of the I260GSTE264 peptide (left) Turn adopted by the I260GSTE264 peptide in the
PiD 3R-Tau fibrillar structure (13), (middle) NMR based model of the transition of this peptide from a turn when
bound to a single tubulin dimer to an extended conformation when anchoring a second tubulin dimer (29), and
(right) conformation of the same peptide in the MT cryo-EM structure with the artificial 4xR1 construct (19).
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